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Let's not receive him. He's not sincere." They were very suspicious

of him. "Should we receive him?" They had by this time worked up

this league to the point where it was tremendous fanaticism. Would

they want a king who was a Romanist only for the sake of becoming King?

But here the influence of the Jesuits came in. One great evil whih is

inherent in the nature of democracy is that when a democracy wages a

great war for a good and just purpose, inevitably in order to manage to

carry iton, it is necessary to arouse tremendous feeling on the part of

the people against the other nation as a nation. And the result is

that after a war is over in which a democracy is engaged, you in&vitably

find these people hating the other people as individuals and thinking

you can't trust them. Now monarchies as a rule know better

than that. They know that it is the policy of those in power, or the

activities of power that is responsible ardthat actually the peoples

arm all people have good and bad in them and that a monarchy can order

its people to fight and to stop and they do not have to spread propa

ganda to arouse hatred against the other people. But in a democracy

to carry on a war efficiently it is almost necessary to arouse a blind

hatred of the other nation as a nation. And this inevitably sows seeds

which may lead to other wars - it arouses hatred and ill-feeling. Well

that is one of the very excellent features from the view-point of effici

ency of the Jesuit organization. That it can look at things from an ob

jective viewpoint andconsider what is adapted to obtain its ends and

therefore can throw its influence in that direction rather than being

stirred by emotion or personal feeling an just about all other types

of organization is apt to be. And so in this situation, when Henry

wanted to become a Romanist and many of the leaders of the Catholic

League were saying that he was not sincere in it, the Jesuits said

"Receive him. He declares his readiness to swear his loyalty to the Pope

and to support the doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church. Receive him.
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